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ABSTRACT 
Previous workers have observed the properties of two traditional lot sizing rules, Silver-Meal(SM) and the Least Unit Cost 
(LUC) on the variability of orders created by supply chain channel receiving demand with stochastic variability from its down 
stream channel. In this paper we have estimated and compare the mean and variance of both order interval and order quantity 
produced by the two rules using basic EOQ model and the EOQ model with planned shortage. Simulation was run for 300 
periods, and five replications were run for each experimental cell.  It is found that LUC lot sizing rule produces higher amount 
of average order quantity in compare to SM lot sizing rule in both the models. It is found that the SM lot sizing rule produces a 
series of orders with more stable interval between orders in both the models as compared to LUC lot sizing rule. The LUC lot 
sizing rule produces a series of more stable intervals using Basic EOQ model as compared to planned shortage model. For 
small values of basic order cycles the SM lot sizing rule produces variable amount of average order quantity using basic EOQ 
model where as planned shortage model produces constant average order quantity. Both the models show different sensitivity to 
cost structure.  
Keywords: Supply chain management; Bullwhip effect; Lot sizing; planned shortage model 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The major cause of supply chain deficiencies is the amplification of order variability from downstream to an upstream 
chain (Bullwhip effect). This effect is experienced in both inventory levels and replenishment orders. As a result 
companies face shortages or bloated inventory levels, replenishment orders, run-away transport transportation and 
warehousing coasts and major production costs.  The order variability is not merely due to uncertainty of demand from 
the end customers but very often due to some other processes performed by each channel of the supply chain (Lee etal., 
1997; Holweg, 2001). Rational processes  like demand forecasting, order batching, forward buying,  forecasting 
techniques, centralizing information,  (s ,S) ordering policy and lot sizing techniques etc are causes of order variability. 
Various workers have tried to quantify the bullwhip effect in supply chain .Experimental results of Metters (1997) 
investigations show the impact of bullwhip effect on supply chain profitability. According Fransoo and Wouters (2000), 
bullwhip effect in a supply chain channel may be measured by the relative value of the coefficient of variation of orders 
created and the coefficient of variation of demand orders received by the channel. A relative value greater than one in a 
supply chain channel means that order variability is amplified in the channel. Quantitative models are developed by 
Chen etal. (1998) to measure the impact of forecasting techniques and information centralization policy on bullwhip 
effect. He showed that the exponential smoothing technique causes higher bullwhip effect compared to the moving 
average. Kelle and Milne (1999) showed that the variance of orders relative to the variance of demand received by a 
supply chain channel is roughly proportional to the orders between the successive periods. 
 
Many previous research workers examined the performance of lot sizing  
Rules (e.g., DeBodt et al, 1982; DeBodt and Van Wassenhove, 1983; Wemmerlove, 1982, 1989). The above studies 
discussed the performance of lot sizing rules from the cost perspective only. Wemmerlove (1986) evaluated lot sizing 
rules comprehensively. Pujawan (2003) showed by analytical and simulation models that order variability can also be 
affected by the lot sizing techniques applied by a supply chain channel in determining the quantity of orders to be 
placed to its upstream channel. He discussed the two lot sizing rules, the Silver Meals and the Least Unit Cost on the 
variability of orders created by a supply chain channel receiving demand with stochastic variability from its down 
stream channel. Pujawan (2003) presented the analysis using basic EOQ model. The basic EOQ model satisfies the 
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common desire of managers to avoid shortage as much as possible. The unplanned shortage can still occur if the 
demand rate and deliveries do not stay on schedule. There are situations where permitting limited planned shortage 
makes sense from a managerial perspective. The most important requirement is that the customers are willing to accept 
the delay in filling their orders if need be. The EOQ model with planned shortage addresses this kind of situation. 
When a shortage occurs, the affected customer will wait for the product to become available again. Their backorders are 
filled immediately when the order quantity arrives to replenish inventory.   
In this study we have examined the effect of lot sizing rules on order variability in EOQ model with planned shortage. 
Pujawan (2003) method of simulation is used to compare the variability of orders in basic EOQ model (model-1) and 
the EOQ model with planned shortage (model-2) using Silver-Meal and Least Unit Cost lot sizing rules.  The cost 
structure of the firm is assumed in such a way that the natural order cycle (TBO) is an integer according to the logic of 
basic EOQ model. The demand variation is assumed to be normally distributed. The demand variability with mean   
=200 and standard deviation   =20 and 40 per week respectively are considered for this study.  It is assumed that the 
lead time is zero and the firm deals with single item. The assumption that the cost structure lead to integer TBOs has 
been taken by other research workers also (e.g., Sridharn, 1995; Zhao et al., 1995; Mettersand Vagas, 1999).  The 
model with integer TBOs are simple but they may not present the over all properties of lot sizing rules under practical 
operating conditions where the cost structures do not lead to integer TBOs. Therefore, we have conducted the 
experiments to observe the effects of non integer TBOs on the variability of orders created by the lot sizing rules. The 
experiment is also conducted to examine the sensitivity of model -2   with planned shortage (p). Under the situation of 
uncertain demand, different policies may be applied to improve the performance of the lot sizing rules. This includes 
the safety stock policy. Safety stock policy is normally applied where there is uncertainty in demand during the lead 
time. In this study the lead time is assumed to be zero, hence the safety stock is not required. Pujawan (2003) has 
shown that when the lead time is zero adding extra quantity to an order is beneficial in terms of reducing order 
variability. Hence the term extra quantity is used instead of safety stock in this paper. 
 

2. METHODOLOGY 
A single level system that represent the problem of a buying firm ordering items from the supplier to satisfy end 
customer’s demand is considered in this study. The demand from the end customers is assumed to follow a normal 
distribution with a mean of    and standard deviation of    . The buying firm is assumed to obtain exact information 
of the demand for the current period at the beginning of each period. The demand for the succeeding periods is 
estimated at the constant level of   . Having obtained information on demand for the current period and the on hand 
inventory, the buyer has to decide whether or not to place an order at the beginning of that period. If the demand in that 
period is greater than the available inventory at the beginning of the period, the firm is assumed to place an order. The 
order quantity is determined based on the lot sizing rule being applied. Two popular lot sizing techniques, the Silver-
Meal and the Least Unit Cost are used and compared. The detailed description of lot sizing rules and computation 
procedure is given in Appendix.   
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In The following discussion the time between consecutive replenishment of inventory calculated by the logic of basic 
EOQ model is referred as basic order cycle and the average order cycle is referred to the average of order cycles 
obtained by simulation using lot sizing rules. The basic EOQ model and the planned shortage model are referred as 
model-1and model-2 respectively. Table 1(a) shows the comparison of average order quantity produced by lot sizing 
rules. It is found that the LUC lot sizing rule produces higher values of average order quantity in compare to SM lot 
sizing rule in both the models. For small values of basic order cycles (TBOs), there is no change in average order 
quantity with SM lot sizing rule in mode-2. This indicates that the production companies whose cost structure leads to 
small basic order cycles, the SM lot sizing rule produces stable order quantities. With the increase in demand 
variability it is found that the average order quantity for higher values of basic order cycles (TBOs) decreases in model-
2. Table 1(b) illustrates the variability of average order quantity cv (q) produced by lot sizing rules. It illustrates that 
with the increase in demand variability the SM lot sizing rule shows the decrease in variability in the average order 
quantity in both the models. An increase in demand variability increases the variability in average order quantity using 
model-1. and decreases in model-2.  
Table1 (a) and (b) to come about here: 
 
 

Table 1(a):  Comparison of average order quantity produced by lot sizing rules 
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Table 1(b): Comparison of variability of average order quantity CV(Q) produced by lot sizing rules 
 

 
 
In Table 2 the average order intervals produced by lot-sizing rules are shown.  It is found that both the lot sizing 
techniques produce shorter average order cycles using model-2. Hence more orders are placed during a certain time 
horizon if the model-2 is used in compare to model-1. This indicates that the use of model-2 results in producing lower 
average inventory levels but higher costs associated with placing orders. The use of advance information technology the 
cost of placing orders is very much reduced. Hence buying companies may be benefited if they use model-2. 
It is also found that the model-2 produces smaller average order cycles with the use of SM lot sizing technique as 
compared to LUC lot sizing technique. 

Table 2:  Comparison of average order interval produced by lot sizing rules 

 
Table3 (a) shows the effect of adding extra quantity in the order quantity for standard deviation of demand equal to 20 
(s (20)).  It is found that for a given addition of extra quantity in order quantity the SM lot sizing rule produces reduced 
variability in average order quantity. The model -2 for small basic order cycles shows no variation in average order 
quantity. By adding the extra quantity, higher variability in average order quantity is obtained in model-2 as compare to 
model-1.  An increase in the addition of extra quantity in the order quantity, the variability in order quantity decreases 
in both the models.  For small basic order cycles an increase in extra quantity has no effect in model-2. 
Table3(b) shows that using LUC lot sizing rule  the variation in the average order quantity for a given addition of extra 
quantity in  order quantity is same as in SM lot sizing rule 
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Table 3(a): Variation of order quantity CV (q) with SM rule for different extra quantity(zeta)  
with demand variation S (20) 

 
 

Table 3(b): Variation of order quantity CV(q) with LUC rule for different extra quantity(zeta)  
 with demand variation S(20)       

 

 
 
Table 4(a) shows the variation of order quantity using SM lot sizing technique for different values of extra quantity 
added to order quantity with standard deviation equal to 40 in customer demands(s (40)). As the value of extra quantity 
added increases, the variability in average order quantity decreases in both the models. The model-2 shows higher 
variability in average order quantity compare to model-1. The same pattern is found using LUC lot sizing technique. 

 
Table 4(a) Variation of order quantity CV(q) with SM rule for different extra quantity(zeta) with demand variation 

S(40) 

 
 
 

Table 4(b) Variation of order quantity CV(q) with LUC rule for different extra quantity(zeta)  with demand variation 
S(40) 
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Table5 (a) shows the variability of order intervals with addition of extra quantity with the small order variation in the 
customers demands. It is found that SM lot sizing rule produces lower variability in average order interval with an 
increase in the addition of extra quantity.  The model -2 shows that higher variability in the average order intervals in 
compare to model -1. 
This shows that model-1 produces more stable average order cycles in compare to model-2.  Table 5(b) shows that the 
pattern of average order variability remains same with an increase in demand variability.  
 

Table 5(a) Variability of order interval CV(I) under differenr extra quantity(zeta) with the demand variation S(20) 

 
 

Table 5(b) Variability of order interval CV(I) under differenr extra quantity(zeta) with the demand variation S(40) 
 

 
 

4. SENSITIVITY STUDY 
To observe the effects of non-integer TBOs on the variability of orders created by the lot sizing rules, experiments have 
been conducted with 14 different cost structures leading to TBOs from 1.5 to 4.5.Figures 1(a) and (b), show the effect of 
cost structure on the variability of the order quantity with SM and LUC lot sizing rules respectively. The Figures show 
that the two models have significantly different sensitivity with respect to cost structures. The SM lot sizing rule is 
insensitive to the cost structure near the integer basic order cycles. The LUC lot sizing rule is sensitive to cost structure 
in the neighborhood of the integer   basic order cycles also. Figure 2. Shows the effect of planned shortage (p) on the 
order quantity produced by lot sizing rules. With SM lot sizing rule the average order quantity remain constant for 
lower values of p (p<0.75). There is sharp increase in the value of average order quantity between p=0.75 and p=1.  
The average order quantity is again constant for p >1.  The LUC lot sizing rule behaves differently. The average order 
quantity for lower values of basic order cycle (TBO=2) is constant for p <1 and then there is a gradual increase for p 
>1.  For large values of basic order cycle (TBO=5) the LUC rule shows the gradual increase in average order quantity 
with an increase in planned shortage (p). 

Figure 1(a) The effect of cost structure on variability of orders 
quantity created by lot sizing rules [Model-1]
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Figgure 1(b)  THe effect of cost structures on the variability of 
order quantity with Least Unit Cost lot sizing rule
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5. CONCLUSION 
One of the important finding of this paper is that a buying company may be benefited if it uses the planned shortage 
model instead of basic EOQ model. It is also found that for the small values of basic order cycles the planned shortage 
model is more stable in producing average order quantity as compared to basic EOQ model. The LUC lot sizing rule 
produces higher values of average order quantity in compare to SM lot sizing rule in both the models. For small values 
of basic order cycles the SM lot sizing rule produces variable amount of average order quantity but with the planned 
shortage model the average order quantity remains constant. In case of higher demand variation also the addition of 
extra quantity in order quantity reduces the variability in order quantity but higher variability is found in planned 
shortage model in compare to basic EOQ model. The addition of extra quantity in order quantity reduces the variability 
in average order cycle in both the models but planned shortage model shows higher variability in compare to basic 
EOQ model. Both the models show different sensitivity to cost structure. In planned shortage model, a sharp increase in 
average quantity is found for planned shortage values between 0.75-1.0. 
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APPENDIX: 
Lot sizing rules: The principle of the Silver-Meal rule is to find the number of periods to cover in an order by seeking 
the first period which minimizes the inventory relevant costs per period. The Least Unit Cost on the other hand seeks 
the number of periods to cover to minimize the inventory relevant costs per unit. These two rules have their interesting 
anomalies. While the two rules produce the same results under a constant demand situation, their behavior is often 
contradictory. 
Silver-Meal Rule: This is the method that requires determining the average cost per period as a function of the number 
of periods the current order is to span and stopping the computation when this function increases. 
Procedure: 
Define: 
K: The setup cost. 
H: Holding cost per unit. 
C(T) :  The average holding and set up cost per period  if the current order spans next T periods. 
Let (r1, r2, r3.     .     .     .     .     .      .rn   ) be the requirements over the n periods horizon. 
To satisfied the demand for period 1, 
C (1) = K 
The average cost = only the setup cost and there is no inventory holding cost 
To satisfy the demand 1, 2 producing lot 1 and 2 one setup gives us an average cost: 
C (2) = (K+hr2)/2 
The average cost= (setup cost+ the inventory holding cost of the required in period –2) divided by 2 periods. 
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In general, 
C (j) = (K+hr2 +2hr3 +.       .       .      .      .      .      . (j-1) hrj)/j 
 
 The search for optimal T continues until C (T) > C (t-1) 
Once C (j) > c (j-1), stop and the average order quantity is given as 
Average order quantity = r1 +r2 +r3 +    .    .    .    .    +rj-1  
The LUC lot sizing rule is similar to the Silver-Meal rule, except that instead of dividing the cost over j periods by the 
number of period’s j we divide it by the total number of units demanded through period’s j  
r1 +r2 +r3 +.   .  .   .   .   .   .   . 
Natural order cycle (TBO): The natural order cycle for basic EOQ model is given by 
 
TBO=  2K/ah      (1) 
With h=1 and a=200 equation (1) reduces to the following form. 
TBO= K/100             (2) 
For different values of K the integer TBO are obtained as follows. 
 
K=400,       TBO=2 
K=900, TBO=3 
K=1600 TBO = 4 
K=2500 TBO=5 
 
The order cycle for the EOQ model with planned shortage is given as 
 
TBO = 2Kah  (p+h)/p      (3) 
With h=1 ,a=200 and p=1  equation reduces to the form 
 
TBO=K/50       (4) 
For different values of K the TBO are obtained from equation (4). 
 
K=200, TBO=2 
K=450, TBO=3 
K=800,  TBO=4 
K=1250, TBO=5 
The non integer values for TBOs are also calculated in a similar way. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


